
Communicate efficiently with 
colleagues and patients
Make protecting health information simple with our HIPAA 
compliant business texting plans for the healthcare industry.

Automatic signout

Unlimited data retention

Data encryption

BAA provided

Designed to keep healthcare data safe
Take advantage of the ease and convenience of business texting—while knowing that your customers’ health 

information is secure. The best part is that your customers don’t need to download a separate app.
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HIPAA

Fully HIPAA compliant from 
beginning to end

We follow all safeguards to ensure that your customers’ 

electronic health information is protected, and so do the 

companies we work with.

Secure data storage and 
encryption

Textline stores consent in HIPAA-compliant cloud 

environments, and we follow standard encryption 

protocol to protect your data. 

Automated patient consent made 
easy

Our platform features built-in automation to obtain, 

document and store patient consent, which makes the 

process hassle-free for your team. 

http://www.textline.com


Start texting patients now

Set up a Textline 
account

HIPAA compliance is available for our 

Standard and Pro plans.

Get a phone number

Sign up for a new number, or text 

enable your existing one.

Sign a BAA

We’ll provide you with a Business 

Associate Agreement via Hello Sign.

Start conversations

After users accept an automated 

consent request, you can start texting 

them!
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Do you need HIPAA compliant software?
All healthcare providers—as well as vendors and business partners that have access to their data—need to 

comply with federal guidelines that protect health information.

Hospitals

Insurance

Clinics

Nursing homes

Lab technicians

Medicare + Medicaid

Physicians

Pharmacists

Dentists

Health care startups

Optometrists

Health billing services

Gain patient consent

All users receive an automated consent 

message before conversations can start.

Message with colleagues

Use departments or internal discussion tools to 

collaborate with coworkers.

Direct patient communication

Give medical advice in real-time, and safely share 

important documents.

Set appointments

Stop playing phone tag. SMS makes coordinating 

patient care easy.

Secure clinical communication for 
healthcare professionals
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